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0. INTRODUCTION. Chontal de Oaxaca is a 
Hokan language spoken by 9000 Indians in 
southern Oaxaca, Mexico. The name 
Tequistlatec (given to avoid confusion 
with the Mayan Chon tal de Tabasco) 
properly applies to the dialect formerly 
spoken in the town of Tequisistlan and 
still surviving in the central core of moun
tain villages two days' trail from Tequi
sistlan. The other major dialect (here called 
Huamelultec) is spoken in the villages of 
Astata and Huamelula in the coastal plain 
south of the Tequistlatec area, a day and a 
half by trail from the Pacific seaport of 
Salina Cruz. 

Tequistlatec (T) has been described by 
Belmar (1900) and by de Angulo and Free
land (1925), and is now being investigated 
further by Paul and Shirley Turner of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics; Huamelul
tec (H) has been described only by Water
house (Waterhouse, 1949a,b, 1961, 1962), 
and a colleague (Waterhouse and Morrison, 
1950). The present description is only of 
Huamelultec, with a brief mention of major 
dialect differences. 

Huamelultec shows a high degree of accul
turation and bilingualism with, however, 
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the Indian language as the language of 
choice and prestige in the adult community 
(Waterhouse, 1949a), and the structure of 
the Spanish spoken showing a high degree of 
Chantal influence (see Waterhouse, 1961). 
In contrast, Tequistlatec-speakers retain a 
high degree of monolingualism except in the 
villages closest to the Oaxaca-Isthmus high
way. 

Major dialect differences are in the pho
nemics and the grammar; there are many 
cognate vocabulary items. Some common 
expressions are completely different, how
ever, making communication between speak
ers of the two dialects difficult. Common 
cognates are illustrated in the sentences 
for 'the .child went to sleep': H, smdnapa 
law' a; T, ti§mdynaha law' a;' major differen
ces in the expressions for 'where are you 
going?': H, xaape m4? dypa; T, pegof cMya. 

Differences in phonemics and grammar 
may be SUUliDed up by saying that Huamel
ultec has more phonemic contrasts than 
Tequistlatec; Tequistlatec has more gram
matical contrasts than Huamelultec. 

Phonemic differences are voiced-voiceless 
stop contrast in H, free variation between 
them in T; alveopalatals t•, l•, l• in H, not 
in T (though both have 8, c, and fi); pre
glottalized voiced continuants in contrast 
with ? C in H, not in T; phonemic v in T, 
not in H. 

Morphological differences are seen in both 
noun and verb classification. Both dialects 
distinguish between consonant-initial (C) 
and vowel-initial (V) nouns; in H, however, 
C nouns occur with definitive el-; V nouns 
with l-; whereas in T, C nouns are divided 
into those which occur with definitive 
kal- and those with al-, V nouns into those 
with l- and those with 1-. In H, verbs have 
no prefixes except first person. marker 
el-; in T, verbs are divided into four classes, 
each of which has distinct person prefix 
sets for affirmative and negative, comple-

1 Data for Tequistlatec examples are phonetic, 
taken from my field notes. For the structural in~ 
formation I am .indebted to Shirley Turner. 
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tive and incompletive. The H prefix has no 
cognates in T; the T Class I affirmative 
completive set is cognate with the H rela
tional set of noun prefixes.' 

The plan of this article is in the traditional 
order of phonemics, morphophonemics, 
morphology, and syntax. For a different 
order, see the full grammar (Waterhouse, 
1962). The analysis of both the morphology 
and the syntax is based on Pike's tagmemic 
theory (K. L. Pike, 1954, 1955, 1958, 1r60); 
the term tagmeme, however, and tagmemic 
formulas have been omitted. Rather, refer
ence has been made to slot and function, 
which are tagmemic slot and function. 
For a full tagmemic presentation the reader 
is again referred to the complete grammar. 

1.0. INVENTORY OF PHONEMES. Huame
lultec segmental phonemes include 35 
consonants and 5 vowels; suprasegmental 
phonemes are length and stress. 

Consonant phonemes .are shown on 
Table 1, arranged to· .show maximum con
trasts within the consonant system. Major 
contrasts are between voiceless and voiced 
articulation on the vertical axis, and be
tween central and lateral on the horizontal 
axis. Both voiceless and voiced central 
consonants show three-way vertical con
trast between glottalic, continuant and 
obstruent types of articulation, and four
way horizontal contrast between labia~ 
alveolar, alveopalatal, and velar points of 
articulation. Glottal stop· contrasts with all 
the consonants but fits distributionally 
with voiceless glottalic rather than with 
voiceless obstruent.' Lateral consonants 
show two-way contrast between glottalic 
and continuant type of articulation in both 
voiceless and voiced categories, and be-

2 T has a similar noun set as _well, thus showing 
more overlap between the noUn an.d verb classes 
than there is in H. 

3 Obstruent is defined for this language as any 
consonant which has stop, affricate or flap al
lophones in at least some enviro.nments. This 
definition is set up explicitly to allow us to handle 
voiceless spirants as a separate setJrom voiceless 
stops, since they form separate distributional sets. 
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TABLE 1 

Voic~ess 

1. G!ottalic f' c' 
2. Continuant f 8 

3. Obstruent p c 

Voiced 

4. Glotta1ic m' n' 
5. Continuant m n f 
6. Obstruent b d 'r 

tween alveolar and alveopalatal points of 
articulation. Distributionally, central and 
lateral consonants combine into horizontal 
sets numbered 1-6 on Table 1. 

Articulation is· fortis for Set 4 (voiced 
glottalic); Ienis for other sets. Alveopalatals 
tu, [Y, ii', ii, lY are made with tongue blade, 
have no appreciable offglide. They contrast 
both with alveolars and with clusters with 
y, although in clusters the quality of the 
consonant before the y is alveopalatal: 
tepa ya? 'I bit it', fJiepa 'he bit it', fJiytpa 
'fell'; l6?pa yd 'I moved it', l•o?pa 'he moved 
it'' miil•a? 'tell hlm'' pil•ya 'might kill'; 
n'dpa yd? 'I bought it', fi'dpa 'he bought 
it', pefi'Uupa 'brought', ?oyfi'y6pa 'put'; 
napa yri? 'I hit', napa 'he hit', jaiiul 'seed 
corn', lansaiiyvJ 'the people'; l6(l!Ja ya? 
'I played', l•6(l!Ja 'he played', l•y6(l!Ja 'took'. 

1.1. PHONEME-SET DESCRIPTIONS. Set 1, 
voiceless glottalic, includes four glottalized 
affricates: /', c', c', l', one glottalized stop 
k', and glottal stop ? . f'6nlexma? 'ladder', 
c'6os 'cold', c'6ospa 'it got cold', l'trruy 'he 
cleans', k'eduy 'he carries water,' ?awd 
'squash'. 

Set 2, voiceless continuant, consists of 
spirants /, s, ii, whlch have no marked 
allophones, x which varies freely from velar 
[x] to [h], [axci?] or [ahd?] 'water,' and lat
erals l and I• whlch are almost frictionless 
between vowels (koki? 'say it', miil•d? 
'tell him'), lightly fricative elsewhere (im6l 
'sheep', askUl• 'tortilla'). fdpa 'he sowed', 
simpa yd? 'I Saw', S'impa 'he saw', xdpa 
'it melted,' IIJ•pa yri• 'I moved it', l•o•pa 

Central Lateral 

c' k' ? l' 
ii X l l• 

t> 15 k 

n' w' l' 
n y w l 

g 

'he moved it'. Voiceless laterals contrast 
with clusters of x pius lateral in wald.? 
'take it', paxld? 'wash it'; kulYd? 'give it', 
ku:x;l•d? 'sell it'. 

Set 3, voiceless obstruent, includes stops 
p, t, tY, k, and affricates c, C. pdnd? 'river', 
tdnduy yd? 'I'm pounding', t•rinduy 'he's 
pounding', kdna? 'when', ceepa yd? 'I 
went', Ceepa 'he went'. 

Set 4, voiced glottalic includes preglot
talized nasals m', n', ii', velar vocoid w', 
and lateral l'. These contrast with phone
mic clusters of glottal stop plus m, n, ii, w, 
and l: pem'a 'carry', pe?ma 'believe'; 
kdn' eld,? 'leave it', md?neld? 'fish it'; sdfi'1 
'just so,' xd?fi.i 'no'; lYiw'd 'his child', 
xuet•wd? 'he is lying to you'; xdal'e 'that 
which', nd•le? 'tell it (pl.)'. 

Set 5, . voiced continuant, includes na~als 
m, n, ii, trill r, vocoids y, w, laterals l, zu. 
n has a velar allophone in word final and 
before velars, is alveolar elsewhere ( cin 
'quiet', panxda 'slowly', ndana 'mother'). w 
is velar rather than labial, has no appre
ciable lip rounding. mdpa 'died,' ndfpa 
ya? 'I shook it', iidfpa 'he shook it', renka 
'lame', ydguif 'he is maldng noise', wdduy 
'he is carrying it', ldxld? 'rinse it off', lYdxpa 
'he rinsed it off'. 

Set 6, voiced obstruent, includes flap 
r, and b, d, g, whlch have stop allophones 
after nasals, fricative elsewhere. ndanard 
'wasp'; mbamd? 'ten', biida 'grandmother'; 
krinduy 'he is leaving it', od6y 'straight'·; 
pdnguy 'he is sitting', pdguy 'she is washlng 
it'. 
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Vowels are of the common 2+2+ 1 pat
tern: i, e, a, o, u. e is mid front open; a 
has a raised allophone before k'; other 
vowels have no marked allophones and the 
symbols are nsed with their traditional 
phonetic values. ipa 'flower', e:pa 'sugar 
cane', awd? 'wind', fidyl11oxrndk' -'daily', 
od6y 'straight', uw'e 'salt'. 

Prosodic phonemes are length and stress. 
Each may occur independently on any 
vowel and in any position; they may also 
occur together. 

Length does not alter the quality of the 
vowel with which it occurs; long vowels 
are only slightly longer than short vowels. 
The phonemic status of length is well
attested: elt<KC! 'the crab', awix!i 'sleepi
ness'; lY8gopa 'he WaS hungry' 1 lY8egopa 'he 
took him'; pdguy 'she is washing it', pdaguy 
'it is dying down'; tok'tm'a 'raise', took'hn'a 
'give a bite'; tYUpa 'he nursed', tuUupa 
'soft-fibered basket'. 

Stress may occur on adjacent syllables: 
pana• 'river', on alternate syllables: pdce
duy 'he is doing it', or on only one syllable: 
puluaypa 'carried in arms'. Since the mul
tiple stress pattern was discovered at a 
hte stage of field work, not all possible 
patterns have been checked as yet. 

Changes in stress and length occur as 
suprafixes marking certain plurals. In 
addition, certain sentence types appear to 
have a type of overriding stress, and in
tonational lengthening, much longer than 
normal lengthening, occurs for emphasis in 
excited speech. 

1.2.1. DISTRIBUTION IN SYLLABLES. All 
consonants occur as syllable onsets; d and r, 
however, are found only in non-initial syl
lables. Examples are given above. 

Only sets 1, 2, and 5 occur as codas. All 
members of sets 1 and 2 so occur; of Set 5 
all but w so occur, but ii is found only in 
non-final codas: Set 1, wrif' 'tousled', amric' 
'land', ampUC' 'wild squash', ?8ek' 'fire
wood', axUl' 'house', akd? 'bird'; Set 2, 
x6f 'open', monl'8s 'mamey fruit', kUS 
'curly', fUx 'white', jol 'wet', askUl11 'tor~ 
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tilla'; Set 5, tOm 'stingy', c'ifiin 'early 
morning', x6Tx6T 'snore', pffiyuy 'he is 
pounding', paafuy 'straight', iiicakwdl 
'booth', mUl11mUlu 'muddy'. 

All vowels occur as syllable peaks without 
either onsets or codas, as seen above. They 
all also occur as peaks of syllables with on
sets, with codas, or with both. With onset: 
p!pa 'it got burned', p&pa 'he sent him', 
Sripa 'it itched', kopa 'he said', kupa 'he gave 
it'. With coda: tnxa 'wild pig', enteda ~iver', 
dmpa 'wide spaced', onsdale 'wildcat', 
uiit"a§po 'scorpion'. With both onset and 
coda: tutbnu 'shrinip', pespa 'weighed', 
pringuy 'he is sitting', k6nta 'heavy', kuxpa 
'he sold it'. 

1.2.2. CV SEQUENCES. The distribution of 
consonants next to vowels shows certain sys~ 
tematic gaps, as well as certain sporadic 
gaps due to low frequency of occurrence. The 
following consonants are found next to all 
vowels:j', lc',?, t';j, 8, x; p, tu, C, k; m'; m, fi, 
zu; b, d, r, g. It will be noted that most al
veopalatal consonants show unlimited dis
tribution next to vowels; those which have 
some limitation are C', which does not occur 
before e nor next too, l• which does not follow 
e, and fi' which does not precede o. Alveolar 
consonants are almost all restricted in dis
tribution with regard to high vowels: c' and 
s do not follow u; l, t, n', and l do not occur 
next to i or u; c does not occur before i nor 
next to u; n does not precede i or u. Vocoid y 
does not precede i; wand w' do not precede o 
or u. Sporadic gaps due to low frequency of 
occurrence of either consonant or vowel are 
the non -occurrence of w' and Z' after e, of 
l' before o and u, and of r next to i or after a. 

1.2.3. CoNSONANT CLUSTERS of two or 
three occur as complex onsets, and clusters 
of two as complex codas. Clusters may be 
viewed as basic, that is, part of the stem; or 
derived, that is, resulting from the prefixa
tion or suffixation of some morpheme con
sisting of a single consonant. Derived clusters 
forming complex onsets result from prefixing 
the first person allomorph l- to person-mark
ing verbs. Derived clusters forming complex 
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codas result from suffixing plural allomorph 
-? to certain nouns ending in n, or l, or suffix
ing plural allomorph -y? to certain nouns 
ending in vowel a. 

Basic clusters of two occurring as complex 
onsets consist of any set but 4 as initial 
member, and any set as second member, with 
restrictions as to specific combinations. 
Thus, Set 1 only precedes 5, and the only 
combination found is k'w. Of Set 2, only 8 

and !i occur in complex onsets, and precede 
any set but 2 and 6, with k' and ? the sole 
representatives of Set 1, giving clusters 8k', 
sk', 8?' §?. 2 + 3 combinations have only 
stops as second members, with specific com
binations sp, 81, 8k, !ip, !it•, !ik. In 2 + 4 com
binations m', n', fi', and w' occur, with 
specific clusters sm', sn', sw', Sm', Sii', Sw'. In 
2 + 5 combinations m, n, n, y, and w occur, 
with specific clusters sm, sn, sy, sw, 8m, Sii, 
§w. Only the stop members of Set 3 occur as 
first member of clusters, with only Set 5, w, 
y, and Set 6, r, as second member. Specific 
combinations of 3 + 5 are pw, t•y, kw; of 
3 + 6, tr. Only m, n, w, Z• of Set 5 occur as 
first member, and only Set 2, x, Set 5, y, and 
Set 6, b, d, with specific combinations 5 + 2 
wx, 5 + 5 l•y, 5 + 6mb, nd. The only com
bination with Set 6 as first member also has 
6 as second member and is a loan:' 6 + 6 br 
(br-Uxu 'witch-doctor'). Examples of many of 
these may be seen in later sections. 

In basic clusters of three as complex on
sets, the first member is Set 2 8 or il, the 
second, Set 1 k' or Set 3 k, the third, Set 5, 
w: 8k'w, !ik'w, skw, ilkw. 

Basic clusters forming complex codas have 
Set 5 m or n as first member, and Set 1 f' or 
k' or Set 2 s as second member, with specific 
combinations 5 + 1 mj', nk', 5 + 2 ns. 

Complex interludes consist of two or three 
consonants. Combinations are more nu
merous and varied than those found in 
onsets or codas: 86 basic cluster types as 
interludes, over against 36 onsets and 3 

'Loanwords in common use are included in the 
description although no attempt has been made to 
be exhaustive. 

codas. Many more would be added if de
rived clusters were considered. 

Basic clusters of two occurring as inter
ludes, like onsets, consist of any set but 4 as 
first member and any set as second member, 
with restrictions as to specific combinations. 
With a few exceptions, all clusters found as 
onsets and codas are also found as inter
ludes. In addition, the following types occur: 
Set 1 precedes 2, 3, and 5, with the only 
2 + 1 combination ? 8, and the only 2 + 3 
l!p. Combinations of 1 + 5 are f'n, i!'w, k'n, 
k'l, ?n, ?fl. Set 2 precedes all sets but 6. The 
2 + 1 combinations are the same as those 
found as onsets; the only 2 + 2 is xs. Com
binations of 2 + 3 are jt, jt•, xi!, lt, l•k; 2 + 4 
combinations are the same as onsets. Com
binations of 2 + 5 are jm, jfl, xm, xn, lm, lw, 
l•fl. The only combination with Set 3 is 3 + .5 
cy. Set 5 precedes all sets. Combinations of 
5 + 1 are nc', nC', nl', l?; of 5 + 2 are nx, nl, 
Ts, lf; 5 + 3, mp, nt, nc, nk, fitu, fiC, yfJI, lp; 
5 + 4, mm', yw', nl'; 5 + 5, mm, nn, nw, 
nl, fly, ym, yfl, yw, yl•; 5 + 6, ng, yg. The 
only combination with Set 6 is 6 + 6 dr, 
found only in a loan. 

Basic clusters of three as interludes, in 
addition to all complex onsets except sk'w 
include the following types: 5 + 1 + 5 
y?l•, 5 + 2 + 3 nxt•, 5 + 2 + 5 mxm, yxm, 
yxfl, 5 + 3 + 5 nkw, ykw. 

Vowel clusters are extremely rare, and 
occur only in free alternation with combina
tions of yV: paceaxkuyjpacyaxkuy 'he does 
stupidly'; mi6nawajmy6nawa 'he goes on 
repeating'. 

2. MoRPHOPHONEMICS. The following 
morphophonemic processes are operative in 
Huamelultec: (1) assimilation, (2) unvoicing, 
(3) palatalization, ( 4) glottalization, ( 5) 
dissimilation, (6) intercalation, and (7) 
elision. 

(1) Assimilation. Nasals assimilate to the 
point of articulation of the following con
sonant: sifiyuy 'see', simpa 'saw', tdnduy 
'pound', tdmpa 'pounded', ldn8afiyU? 'the 
people', lambamuukwe? 'the twelve'. Only n 
occurs before velars, but it is the velar al-
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lophone .which occurs: pdn{!Uk' 'seated', 
sinwdypa 'came to see', ldnk'epa 'chose'. 

(2) Unvoicing of g occurs before con
sonants: pdguy 'washes', pdxpa 'washed', 
paxwdypa 'came to wash', pdnguy 'sit', 
prinxpa 'sat', pay¢ 'cry', p6yxpa 'cried'. 

(3) Palatalization occurs after high vowels 
and y: lotriata 'your father', l•it•data 'his 
father', lay!Jidata 'my father', k6napa 'finally 
said', kufiapa 'finally gave', fa/a? 'sow it', 
pul•a• 'dig it', miil'a• 'tell him', paylva? 
'give it to him'. Palatalization occurs across 
glottal stop: wi•lva? 'look'. While it occurs 
with stops, nasals and laterals universally, 
it does not occur with affricates: Zvical 'his 
roughness', and occurs with sibilants in 
some cases but not in others: l'is?dpi 'his 
older female relative', but Zvisdfiyu• 'his 
folks'. 

(4) Glottalization occurs when certain 
morphemes beginning with or consisting of 
glottal stop follow morphemes ending in a 
voiceless continuant. The resulting glot
talized. consonant is the corresponding 
glottalized affricate or stop: xolox6f 
'trousers', xolox6f' 'pl.'; m6nl'es 'mamey 
fruit', m6n.l'ec' 'pl.'; piS- 'get wet', piC'e
'make wet'; pda.-cpa 'got calm', pdak'epa 
'made calm', imOl 'sheep', im6l' 'pl.' 

(5) Dissimilation (in combination with 
palatalization) occurs in the general im
perative suffix -La?. Following stems with 
high vowels, the lateral is alveopalatal; after 
low vowels. it is alveolar; after voiced sounds 
it is voiceless; after voiceless sounds it is 
voiced: pulva? 'dig it!', fald? 'sow it!', kanld• 
'leave it!', pifilva? 'pound it!', panxld? 'sit 
down!', fu8Zva? 'blow it!' 

(6) Intercalation of velars occurs mainly 
between words, but is sometimes also found 
within words, especially the intercalation of 
g between vowels: Romego for 'Romeo, 
proper name'. The choice of velar is on the 
following . pattern: between voiceless con
sonant and vowel, k occurs: kuskawxdx 
'curlytop' (kus 'curly', awxdx 'head'), 
firiyl'oxmdk' kitv{fie 'every day'. Between 
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vowel or y and vowel, g occurs: elc'ee gamdc' 
'the first of the year', kugay gdp{?e 'they-sell 
eggs'. Between vowel and consonant, x 
occurs: ltepax mU'a 'a dog bit me', lakwex 
boi'dcu 'the drunkard', fi'dc'ipax tOnto 'too 
stupid'. This tendency is reflected, but not 
completely operative, in certain sets of al
lomorphs of suffixes: kog6mpa 'said again', 
pa?k6mpa 'came again', pifiy6mpa 'received 
again'. 

(7) Elision occurs between .words accord
ing to the following pattern: If the second 
word begins with a prefix el- or el- the prefix 
vowel is lost following another vowel: pdnxa 
lkangf,m'a 'can take-me-out', fiul'i Z•asyento 
'one seat'. In other cases, when two vowels 
come together, the final vowel of the first 
word is lost: ltep-uni!i 'an ant bit.me', tdw
it'iifie 'first day', ldkw-isndxa 'the drunkard'. 

3.0. WoRD-CLASSES. Huamelultec has four 
classes of words: verbs, nouns, pronouns, and 
particles. Divisive formal criteria for each 
class are: verb stems co-occur with aspect 
suffix class 410;6 noun stems co-occur with 
definitive prefix 41; pronoun stems have 
unique pluralizers; particle stems do not co
occur with affixes. Divisive functional 
criteria are: verbs function only as predicates 
in Certain types of classes; nouns occur as 
predicates of other types of clauses, also as 
subject, goal, recipient, means and referent; 
pronouns occur only as subject, goal or re
cipient; particles are divided into a nmnber 
of function classes according to the slots they 
fill. 

3.1. VERBS are divided into. four. major 
form ·classes: intransitive, ·transitive, re
cipient, and process. Intransitives · are not 
marked for person, transitives. are marked 
for goal, recipients for indirect object (re
cipient), process verbs for subject. These 
classes differ as to base. 

Verbs are further divided into ;Sndunction 

_ 6 Fqr the decade system of. classifying_ ·affixes I 
am indebted to C. F. Voegelin. The particular 
modification of the system used here is similar to 
that of Shell (1957). , .. '. 
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classes: active, reflexive, stative, imperative, 
hortatory, and subordinate. These classes 
differ formally as to margin, and functionally 
as to type of predicate slot they fill. 

Verbs are composed of obligatory base 
plus obligatory margin. 

3.1.1. VERB BASES consist of stem plus 
optional modal suffix class 300. Verb margin 
consists of aspect-mode-person suffix classes 
400 and 500. 

Verb stem includes root, adjunct suffix 
class 100, derivational suffix class 200. 

Six classes of roots occur in verb stem: 
intransitive, transitive, recipient, process, 
neutral, and noun. Neutral roots are of three 
subclasses: (1) those with which class 200 is 
obligatory, (2) those wbich function un
affixed in Description predicate, but must 
have class 200 to function in Action predi
cate, (3) those wbich occur with 200 as verb 
stem and with prefix class 10 or 20 as noun 
stem. 

Adjunct suffixes occur with any class of 
root, do not usually change the class of verb 
root. They add some specialized meaning to 
the basic notion of the verb. Class 110 occurs 
with transitive classifier roots (TCR) as 
well as with other roots; class 120 does not 
occur with TCR.6 Class 110: -ay 'give', -f' 
'raise', -j'i 'put down', -g 'lower', -ki 're
move', -goy 'remain', -m'i 'put in', -fi'i 're
ceive'. Class 120: -Cu 'above', -ing 'edge', -loo 
'motion', -may 'settled\ -fiug 'take hold', -ol 
'wide-spaced', -Co 'together', -way 'stooping'. 

Suffix class 200 occurs obligatorily to form 
stems of different class from the root. It in
cludes three subclasses: 210, intransitivizers 
-ko, -ay; 220, transitivizers -?e, -m'e, -?i, -o; 
230, recipientizers -?in, -n'e. 

Intransitive stem denotes simple action 
and consists of intransitive root, root plus 

6 TCR includes the following roots which in 
their simplC form indicate fetching an object of 
the stipulated shape: :C'u- 'grains', k'e- 'water', 
lee~ 'animate' .or 'long thin object', pe- 'small 
ObJect', wa- 'food or something carried in a round 
container', 

100, or neutral root, process root, or noun 
root plus 210. Ci- 'grind', may- 'go'; xulaj'
'dry up', w'ang- 'walk along edge'; tilay
'sbine', mesko- 'go bad', juxko- 'get white'. 

Transitive stem denotes action toward 
goal and consists of transitive root, alone or 
with suffix class 220 or 230; root plus 100; 
intransitive, process or neutral root plus 
220. kan- 'leave', xas- 'break'; xac'e- 'crush', 
pe?ne- 'believe someone'; iiilay- 'sketch', 
xasfii- 'split in two'; xul?e- 'cause to dry up'; 
mesm'e- 'ruin', xuli?- 'deceive'. 

Recipient stem denotes action toward re
cipient (indirect object) and comprises two 
subclasses: those which occur in context 
with goal as well as recipient and those 
wbich do not occur with goal. It consists of 
recipient root, TCR plus 100, verb root or 
neutral root plus 230, transitive root plus 
220. n'ax- 'buy', poy- 'come out'; pay- 'give'; 
xoy?ne- 'call for', may?ifi- 'take to', Cifi'i
'grind for', tenk'in- 'ring for'; kuk'i- 'sell to'. 

Process stem denotes action performed by 
subject and consists of process root, or in
transitive or neutral root plus 100. xul
'get dry', mu- 'go down'; xoygi- 'fade', 
mulvaj'- 'sweat'. 

Modal suffix class 300 is optionally added 
to verb stem to form verb base. There are 
eight classes of these; 310, -k'oy 'augmenta
tive'; 320, -ale 'indefinite object, reciprocal'; 
330, -gax 'derogatory'; 340, -gon 'iterative', 
350, -na 'finalitive'; 360, -go, 'definite'; 370, 
'passives', -nay, -goy, -yuu; 380, 'mova
tional',. -way 'motion toward', -s 'motion 
away'. Not more than four of these can occur 
together, usually not more than two or three. 
When they occur together, it is in the rela
tive order given. Classes 350, 360 and 370 
are mutually incompatible; others are 
mutually compatible. 310, 320, 350 and 380 
may occur verb final: the base so occurring 
fills a description predicate slot rather than 
an action one, since verb margin is o bliga
tory to action predicative verb. Examples: 
w'ak'6y 'he is walking all over', cujk'6ypa 
'he entered inside'; kegale 'he barbers'. 
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xdak' alepd? 'they answered each other'; 
maygdxpa 'he went off stupidly'; mayg6mpa 
'he went again'; pdyiiapa 'he finally gave it 
to him', mdyiia 'he had gone', mdgopa 'he 
died'; xasndypa 'it got ripped', cog6ypa 'it 
got spilled', puyuupa 'it was dug'; wi?wdypa 
'he came to look at it', wi•k!Spa 'he went to 
look at it', t•exmdS 'it fits well'. Examples of 
combinations: s!iialy6mm'e• 'we shall see 
each other again' (&ii- 'see'), pdr>.itkaxk6nspa 
'he stupidly went off and stayed again'. 

3.1.2. VERB MARGINS consist of suffix 
classes 400 and 500. Class 500 suffixes are 
mutually exclusive and final; class 400 may 
be followed by 550, 560 or 570. 

Class 410 indicates aspect: -pa 'punc
tiliar', -m'a 'incompletive', -ta 'incompletive 
movational', -uy 'durative', -wa 'continua
tive', -xmaa 'customary'. k6pa 'said', wi,?ma 
'will see', wi?tva 'will go see', k6dUy 'says', 
8mdnawd 'sleeps', pdhhaa 'it is clear'. 

Class 420 indicates 'imperative': -la? 
'general imperative', -ski 'movational rm
perative', -wata 'requestive'. pdnxld? 'sit 
down', kdnski 'go leave it', lndy•watd 
'please let me know'. 

Class 430 indicates 'subjunctive': -da. 
pdnxda 'might sit'. A prefix en- (em- or nasal 
alone) may optionally co-occur with this 
suffix with no discernible addition or change 
of meaning. Classes 510, 520 and 530 are 
plurals of 410,420 and 430: 510, -pa?, -m'e?, 
-ta?, -ay?, -way?, -xmay? ;1 520, -le?, -ca?, 
-wata•; 530, -gu?. Classes 510 and 520 re-
place 410 and 420; 530 follows 430. Smdpd? 
'they· slept', fdm'e• 'they will sow', pdxtd• 
'she will go wash it', koddy? 'they say', 
p6yxiiawdy? 'they are shout.ing'' m}oxmdy? 
'they laugh'; sdawdyl•e• 'come and eat!', 

7 An alternate analysis for some of these plural 
forms would be to consider that they are made up 
of the singular plus a pluralizer, e.g., -pa? = 
-pa + -?. Such a solution makes for fewer plurals 
but does not allow for a neat statement of dis
tribution of the class, and one is still left with the 
handling of the suffixes which are genuinely sup
pletive, hence the solution given in the body of 
this article has been considered preferable. 
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kancd• 'go leave it!', ndy?watd• 'please ad
vise'; pdnxdagu• 'they might sit'. 

Class 540 indicates 'stative': -a 'singular', 
-olenna• 'plural'. kdsa 'stands'. xulfngoMnnd• 
'they lean'. 

Class 550 indicates 'resultant': -k' 'singu
lar', -eeda? 'plural'. s!mpfk' 'seen', pdngeedd? 
'seated'. 

Class 560 indicates 'person': 'first', 1-
'singular', -nga? 'plural'; 'second', -o? 'singu~ 
Jar', -lwa• 'plural'; 'third', singular un
marked, -la• 'plural'. With transitive verbs, 
560 marks 'goal', with recipient verbs 're
cipient', with process verbs 'subject'; 
nap6nga• 'he hit us', pdyp6? 'he gave it to 
you', ls6xta 'l got tired'. 

Class 570 indicates 'reflexive': -& 'singu
lar', -lli 'plural'. w'dpos! 'he walked by him
self', •eedeli:f,? 'they do it to themselves'. 

Suffixes 512 -m'e and 513 -ta• indicate 
'hortatory' when used without subject: 
?dym'B? 'let's go', sdnsetd? 'let's go see the 
fun'. 

3.2. NOUNS are divided into two major 
form classes: free and bound. These are 
further subdivided into those which begin 
with consonant and those which begin with 
vowel. Bound nouns must occur with prefix 
a- or with a relational prefix. Prefix a- pre
cedes initial consonant, replaces initial 
vowel. Vowel-initial free nouns occur with 
combiner p- in the relational form, vowel
initial bound nouns with combiner n-. Con
sonant-initial nouns do not occur with 
combiner. 

Nouns are further divided into five func
tion classes: quality, location, person, time, 
and item. Quality nouns are those which 
function as Quality predicate. Location 
nouns are those which co-occur with locative 
prefix to function in Location slot. Person 
nouns are those which co-occur with voca
tive prefix to function in Vocative slot. Time 
nouns are those which occur in Time slot. 
I tern nouns are those which co-occur with 
definitive prefix to function in Subject or 
Goal slot, or without prefix in Means slot, 
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but which do not helong to any of the other 
classes. 

Nouns are composed of obligatory stem 
plus optional margin. 

3.2.1. NOUN STEMS consist of noun root, 
root plus nominalizer, verb form plus nomi
nalizer, noun-norm compound, or verb-noun 
compound with prefix a-. 

There are five nominalizing affixes: ap-
1likeness' ,· and an- 'item', which occur only 
with noun or neutral roots; prefix in- 'doer', 
suffixes -da 'agent', and 1 'division', which 
occur only with verb forms; prefixes a- and 
i- 'quality', and suffix -xma? 'implement', 
which occur with noun or neutral roots and 
verbs. Examples: apelcal 'skinny' (ekal 
'bone'), dnkrUs 'cross', dnskwil11B 'adobe'; 
inS69 edd 'singer', pdiiij 'half', a?U 'eye', apf,? 
'ashes', ipa ':flower', ijU? 'boil'; awexmd? 
'mirror', tdjil:J..:ma? 'broom'. 

Examples of noun roots: mexul 'ham
mock', p{ime 'plate', ikuSiS 'smoke', Uunkwa 
'fire', dlewd? 'gourd cup'; of compounds: 
tB?asdns 'elder person', tifiingaxd? 'cool 
drink'; ap6yk6? 'cry-baby', am!friy?u 
'blinker'. 

3.2.2. NOUN MARGINS consist of prefixes 
jndicating definitive, locative, vocative, and 
relational; and infixes, suffi."'<es and supra
fixes indicating plural. 

The definitive prefix has allomorphs !
before vowels, el- (singular) and lan- (plural) 
before consonants: laxUl' 'the house', 
elmexul 'the hammock', lansaiiyu? 'the 
people'. 

The locative prefix has allomorphs m
before vowel (with lengthening of the vowel), 
and max- hefore consonant: maaxul' 'in the 
house', mdxmexul 'in the hammock'. 

The vocative prefix has allomorphs m
before vowel, ma•- before consonant: 
mdkdn'o? 'woman!', md?mUl11i 'boy!' 

The relational prefixes consist of three 
elements: 'person possessors', ay- 'first 
person', o- 'second', i- 'third'; 'pluralizer' of 
person 1- (with a- allomorph of ay-), 'com
biners' p- for free vowel-initial nouns, and n-

for bound vowel-initial nouns. Noun plus 
relational prefix functions as Relation predi
cate: aymexul 'I have a hammock', 6pilimm'a 
'you have sense', ifiesk?.ll11 'he has a tortilla', 
alnes•e 'we have corn gruel'. When the rela
tional is preceded by the other prefixes, the 
resultant noun functions in the slot appropri
ate to simple noun marked by the other pre
fixes: with definitive, as subject or object: 
ltiieslcul 'his tortilla'; with locative in Lo
cation slot: maymexul 'in my hammock'; 
with vocative in Vocative slot: mayw'a 'my 
child!' 

Pluralizing infixes are -1- (akriln'6? 
'women'), -n- (minlue? 'dogs'), -we~ 

(Jawexma? 'nets'). Pluralizing suffixes are -? 

(mul•i• 'boys'), -y• (aw'ay? 'children'), -e? 
(dywale? 'horses'), (aywala 'horse'), -la? 
(ap6ykola• 'cry-babies'), -da? (w'aateda• 
'brides'), -yu? (lansaiiyu? 'the people'), -Ci• 
( asmai!i? 'ears'). Pluralizing suprafixes are 
shift of stress ( ancup!? 'baskets'' ancupi? 
'basket'), aud addition of length ( amaac' 
'years', amdc' 'year'). Pluralizers may be 
combined; the most common combination is 
suffix -• plus shift of stress and loss of 
length: apal•u• 'messengers' ( apaal•u 'mes
senger'), the most complex, infix plus suffix 
plus shift of stress and loss of length: awalte? 
'girls' (awaata 'girl'). 

3.3. PRONOUNS are divided into two major 
form classes: personal and demonstrative. 
Personal and demonstrative pronouns be
long to the same function class, filling 
subject, goal, recipient, aud referent slots, 
but not predicate. 

Personal pronouns are iyd,? '!', imd? 'you'. 
They co-occur with the unique pluralizer 
-nk': iyank' 'we' (exclusive), imank' 'you 
(pl.)'. The inclusion of the first person 
plural pronoun indicates exclusive, the 
absence of the pronoun marks inclusive. 
There is no third person pronoun; its func
tion is filled by a demonstrative or by a third 
person relational noun it•uwa• 'himself 
alone' (literally, 'his otherness'), ilt•uwa• 
'themselves alone'. 
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Demonstrative pronouns are composed of 
first elements and second elements. Members 
of either set may occur alone, or certain first 
and second elements may occur together, or 
with certain particles or personal pronouns 
between the two elements. 

First elements are: ga- 'this', na- 'these', 
xaa- 'which', tvii- 'that', tya- 'that one'. 
Second elements are: -?a 'here', -ge 'person', 
-xne 'persons', -l'e 'thing'. Particles which 
occur between them are: fi'i 'just', Ca 'now', 
la 'perhaps', sa 'so', le? 'only', imdane 'the 
very'. Examples of separate elements: ga 
lk6ofi? 'this pot', tya lakrin'6? 'that woman'; 
maypa ge 'he went', lakdn'6 l'e 'it belongs to 
the woman'. 

Combinations: ga?a 'this one', tuiige 'that 
one', xdaxne 'which ones', t"iil'e 'that thing'. 

Examples with particles: t•iiii'ixne 'the 
same ones', fJiiiCage 'that one there', sdge 
'that one', sdxne 'those'. 

3.4. PARTICLES are divided into eleven 
function classes, differing according to the 
slots they fill in the clause. 

Modal particles fill mode slot: k'd 'just', 
lek' 'only', mlixci 'apparently'. 

Locative particles fill location slot: l'a 
'over there', x!fa 'on top', kul•i• 'far', fd?a 
'here', sdxpe 'there'. 8 

Temporal particles fill time slot: Ciea 
'now', wxewil11i 'a while ago', kdnna 'some
times'. 

Negative particles fill negative slot: mda 
'not', iii 'not even', xd?fii 'no'. 

Interrogative particles fill introductory in
terrogative Slot: nee 'who' J tes 'what' J tYifiCi 
'why', kdna? 'when', tdxna 'how much'. 

Exclamatory particles fill exclamatory 
and response slots: xee 'yes', ink6? 'who 
knows', xdana? 'fine', CUwd? 'like so much'. 

Imperative particles fill imperative slot: 
kal•i 'bring it here', nd•lce 'leave it alone', 
lixeero 'hurry up'. 

s The last· two locatives are comparable in form 
to the demonstrative pronouns; they are classed 
as particles rather than pronouns because they do 
not participate in pronoun pluralization, the 
criterion for the pronoun class. 
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The quotative particle fills quotative slot: 
nda? 'it is said'. 

The conditional particle fills introductory 
conditional slot: x6ola 'if'. 

The hortatory particle fills hortatory 
slot: x!nsa 'let's go'. 

The connective particle fills connective 
slot: ?dyt•a 'and'. 

4.0. TYPES OF SYNTACTIC UNITS. Hua
melnltec has five kinds of syntactic units: 
words, phrases, clauses, sentences, and dis
course. 

Words are constituent parts of phrases and 
clauses, can constitute sentences only of an 
exclamatory or dependent type. 

Phrases are composed of two or more 
words, enter into clauses, can constitute 
sentences only of a dependent type and in 
conversation. 

Clauses are of two types: principal and 
subordinate. Principal clauses can constitute 
independent sentences; subordinate clauses 
can constitute only dependent sentences and 
that only in conversation. 

Sentences are of two major types: inde
pendent and dependent. Independent sen
tences can constitute a complete narrative; 
dependent sentences occur only as response 
within conversation, or in sequence within 
narrative. 

Discourse is of two types: conversation 
and narrative. Conversation involves the 
alternation of two or more speakers; narra
tive is the speech of a single individual at a 
given time. 

4.1. PHRASE TYPES. There are. two major 
classes of phrases: noun phrases and verb 
phrases. 

Noun phrases are divided into five sub
classes: qualitative, possessive, relative, 
locative, and temporal 

Qualitative noun phrase consists of quality 
noun plus definitive noun: pilki lin•6yk'-
6yk6mon 'all the town-officials'; iiul•i 
lakdn'6? 'one woman', or of definitive noun 
plus noun: lydkwexb6lsa mel•u 'the big bag of 
money'. 

Possessive noun phrase consists of defini-
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tive relational noun plus definitive noun or 
proper name. The first noun denotes the 
possessed item, the second the possessor: 
l•ikwaana lakwe? 'the sickness of the man', 
l•itvaata Dtihid 'the father of David'. 

Relative noun phrase consists of relative 
pronoun plus noun: xdal'e lmel•u 'that which 
was money', xdal'e nik'ata 'that which is 
pretty', xaaxne 14ypfu;edd? 'those from my 
to~n'. 

Locative noun phrase consists of locative 
particle xdape 'where' plus noun, or qualita
tive noun plus locational noun: xaape 
it•uwd• 'where he (to, at, by him)', xdape 
l•iwa 'where the hole (in the hole)'; ac'eex 
lddo 'new side (another place)', nul>fk' 
elcdye 'all over the street'. 

Temporal noun phrase consists of tem
poral noun preceded by qualitative noun or 
by particle: kdnC'us muul'a 'six months', 
nul•! ZVipugi 'one night'; ? asta !5U'a 'till now'. 

The only type of verb phrase is that made 
by the combination of forms of the verbs 
?ee- or pase- 'both meaning 'do') with 
Spanish infinitive: paseduy mdnddr 'order', 
?Bem'a arepent{r 'repent' 0 

4.2. CLAUSE TYPES. There are two major 
classes of clauses: principal and subordinate. 
Principal clauses can constitute independent 
sentences, subordinate clauses cannot. Sub
ordinate clauses are marked by the presence 
of a subordinating particle or by a sub
ordinate predicate or both, or by nonjinal 
intonation; a clause not so marked is a prin
cipal clause. 

Principal clauses are divided into two 
major types: predicative and exclamatory. 
Predicative clauses have a bipartite struc
ture, consisting of a predicate plus another 
unit called a concomitant which includes 
such items as subject, modal, locative, time, 
and the like. The most common concomitant 
is the subject but it is not obligatory. More 
than one concomitant may occur, but at 
least one must occur. Exclamatory clauses 
have a unitary. structure, consisting of a 
predicate only, of a different sort than the 
predicative predicate. 

Both predicative and exclamatory prin
cipal clauses are subdivided according to 
the word class of the predicate. Predicative 
clauses with verb predicates are: Intransitive 
Action, Action toward Goal, Action toward 
Recipient, Subjective Action, Reflexive Ac
tion, State, Description, and Quotation; 
with noun predicates: Quality, Identity and 
Relation; Location clause may have either 
locative particle or locative noun as predi
cate. Exclamatory clauses with verb predi
cates are Imperative and Hortatory; with 
noun predicates, Vocative and Comment. 

Predicative clauses have both negative 
and interrogat,ive counterparts; some ex
clamatory clauses also have a negative 
counterpart. 

4.2.1. PREDICA'f!VE CLAUSE8. Intransitive 
Action clause has intransitive verb as predi
cate. Concomitant may be subject noun or 
pronoun or noun phrase; modal particle; 
locative particle or noun; temporal particle, 
noun, or verbal; quotative particle; or noun 
indicating means. Predicate normally pre
cedes concomitant, although occasionally 
time word may precede predicate. Predicate 
plus subject: limanapa law'd 'the-child went
to-sleep';' mode: maypa sd 'so he-went'; 
locative: poyiioduy mdxpand? 'she-is-washing 
at-the-river'; time: mdyfiapd wxewil•i 'he
went a-while-ago'; quotative: lifidxuy nda? 
'he-is-drinking so-they-say', means: maypa 
ahy6n 'he-went by-plane'; with subject and 
time: mayfiapa lakwe wxewilllf, 'the-man went 
a-while-ago'; with subject and location, 
smanapa ya• mdxmexul 'I went-to-sleep in
the-hammock'; with time, quotative, and 
location: !5U'a naa p6yiioduy Mnexul' 'now 
it-is-said she-washes at-her-house'. 

Action toward Goal clause has transitive 
verb as predicate. In addition to the set of 
concomitants found in Intransitive clause, 
this clause can have a goal concomitant, but 

9 An attempt has been made to combine a free 
translation of clauses and sentences with a hy
phenation of items which are multiple in English 
but single words in Chontal. Since English order 
is followed rather than Chontal order in most 
cases, the words do not always coincide. 
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like the rest it is not obligatory. Action 
toward Goal clause differs from Intransitive 
Action clause both in the verb class which 
functions as predicate and in the possibility 
of goal versus its impossibility of occurrence. 
Non-third person singular goal is marked in 
the verb by suffix class 560 of ,person 
markers; third person singular is not marked. 
Transitive predicate with subject concom
itant: ltepa mflla 'a-dog bit me'; with goal: 
pul•tiygil•a law'dy? 'he-embraces-them the
children'; with goal and subject: t•exuy 
mango ldyw'd 'my-child is-eating mangoes'; 
with location and time: p!l•pa muuxa pwi?a 
'they-butchered down-yonder this-morning'; 
with means: nap6nga:t ?eex 'they-hit-us with
a-stick'. 

Action toward Recipient clause has re
cipient verb as predicate. In addition to the 
concomitants found in Action toward Goal 
clause, this clause can have a recipient 
concomitant, although it, too, is not obliga
tory. There are two types of recipient verbs, 
those which can occur with both goal and 
recipient and those which occur only with 
recipient. Non-third singular recipient is 
marked in the verb by suffix class 560. 
Examples of the first type with subject: 
pdypola lakwe? 'the-man gave-it-to-them'; 
with goal: lmuk'ipa l•iw'd 'they-showed-me 
their-child'; with recipient and time: Cica 
ptiypolap!lki ldnsaiiyu? 'now they-gave-it-to
them all the-people'; with location: wdypa 
miiiiexul' 'they-gave-food-to-him at-his
house', with subject, means, recipient and 
goal: pdy?impd imd? pl6mo ldyw' a l•iwxdx 
'you broke-for-him with-lead my-child his
head'. Examples of the second type with 
subject: kuskinga lalpiC'tile? 'our-clothes got
sour-on-us'; with time: x6ypa C'iiiCu.'tp6la? 
'now it-got-dark-on-them'. 

Subjective Action clause has process verb 
as predicate. This clause type has the same 
set of concomitants as Intransitive, but 
differs from Intransitive in the class of verb 
which functions as predicate. Process verb 
has non-third singular subject marked in 
the verb by suffix class 560. Process predi-
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cate with subject: xulpa l•ii!'ale? 'the-clothes 
got-dry'; pdnxtola kwesi 'two were-born'; 
with time: pwf,?a pdnxto/d? 'this-morning 
they-were-born'; with means: ls6xta aiHlya 
'!-got-tired writing'. 

Reflexive Action clause has reflexive verb 
as predicate. The verb base is usually transi
tive, but may be intransitive. Reflexive 
predicate with subject: p!i!'edesi imd? 'you
are - getting - yourself - wet'; j6ol'ep6li5i 
ldnsafiyu? 'the-people gathered-themselves'; 
with mode: kuul'ep6si tikol6 'it-curled-itself 
into-a-ball'; with subject, time, and means: 
iya rtito rdto ?eedesi a:td? 'I every minute 
douse-myself with-water'; with intransitive 
reflexive and subject: w'dposi it>uwd? 'he 
walks-by -himself'. 

Stative clause has stative verb as predi
cate. The underlying verb base may be of 
any class. Simple stetive verbs end in suffix 
-a or -olenna?, resultant statives in -k' or 
-eeda?. Stative predicate with subject: 
?ek'iiuuytik' la:tul' 'the-house is-open'; with 
location and subject: kasin:w l'd ldypepo 
'my-little-brother is-standing-leaning over
there'; with time: x6lgolenna Cii!d 'they-live
there now'; with location: jd?a pdn!fedd? 
'here they-live'. 

Description clause has verb base or neutral 
root as predicate. Verb base predicate with 
subject: pdyl•o lapril•u 'the-messenger is
wandering-around'; p!lkale yd? 'I'm butcher
ing'; with locative: k'6nxmay l'd 'it-is-setting 
(hen) there'. Neutral root is usually re
duplicated when it occurs as descriptive 
predicate. Neutral root predicate with mode 
and subject: xds xds sdii'i ldyp!i!'ale? 'my
clothes are just all ripped'; with time: g6lof 
si?mdane 'it-swelled-up right-away'. 

A special type of clause with verb predi
cate is the Quotative clause: the predicate is 
either the intransitive verb ko- 'say', or the 
recipient verb mii- 'say to'. This clause com
bines with the Quotation clause, or with a 
non-clause response to form a Quotational 
sentence. The Quotation clause can be any 
clause type. Examples are found under 
Quotational sentences. 
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Quality clause has quality noun as predi
cate. Quality predicate with subject: awixii 
ya? 'I'm sleepy'; epalma l•iw'a 'her-child has
a-fever'; with mode and location: iwa 
sdam'a l'd 'there's-a-hole maybe there'; 
with mode, location, and subject: iwxald sa 
fa lane 'so here the-road is-hilly'; with loca
tion and time: iiiii l'a ldypi.~edd C!Cd 'it's-hot 
there in-my-town now'. 

Relation clause has relational noun as 
predicate. It is the normal way of stating 
possession. Relation predicate with subject: 
il•p6yxiia l•iiidnxmdy? 'the-lakes have-an
owner'; with time: alpipujki C!Ca 'we-have
health now'; with subject and quotative: 
itayill· gd naa? 'this-one he-has-a-shop it-is
said'; with subject and mode: opil•imm'a sa 
imd? 'you really you-have-sense'. 

Identity clause has definitive noun as 
predicate and subject is obligatory: ga?a 
ldyw'd 'this-is my-child'; layw'd ge 'it-is my
child'; with referent: lakdn'o l'e l•ixut•i 
'the-woman, it is her-waterjar'; lakulwe l'a 
l•in?6yk'6yk6mon 'the-men there are the
town -officials'. 

Location clause has either locative noun 
or locative particle as predicate: mdyfiega 
lakulwe? 'the-men are-in-the-cornfields', 
wxdyfiij l•iwxala, t•iixpe l•ipdnka layw'a 'the
other-side of-the-hill, there-is my-son's 
ranch', l'a layiiexul' 'there-is my-house'. 

4.2.2. ExcLAMATORY CLAUSES. Imperative 
exclamatory clause has imperative verb as 
predicate. The verb base may be of any class. 
Tcold? 'say it!'; mtil11d? 'tell him!'; smdski 'go 
sleep!'; saawayl•e? 'come eat!'; lnay?watd 
'please let me know'; kundski lamul•a? 'go
give-out tamales'. 

Hortatory clause has incompletive plural 
verb as predicate: ?aym'e? 'let's go'; pilt•a? 
'let's kill it'; k'eta axa? 'let's-go-get water'. 

Vocative clause has vocative noun as 
predicate: ma?mul•i 'boy!'; mdyw'a! 'my 
child!' 

Comment clause has quality noun as 
predicate. It differs from Quality clause in 
that it does not have obligatory concomitant, 
though a simple noun of address may ac-

company it: ifiV./ 'it's hot!'; fii?i ndana, iii? i 
'delicious, ma'am, delicious!' 

4.2.3. NEGATIVE CLAUSES. Any predica
tive clause may be made negative by adding 
mda 'general negative', or fif, 'intensive nega
tive'; mda ceeduy el?eskwela 'she doesn't go 
to school'; fii wxeduy 'she doesn't even want 
to'; fH ya ?dym'a 'I didn't even go; mda 
lpepa 'he didn't send me'; iii tyep6la? 'they 
didn't even fall'; maa iwxala lane 'the road 
isn't hilly'; maa ga?a ldyw'a 'this isn't my
child'. 

Only the imperative of the exclamatory 
clauses is negativized. The negative used is 
xa?iii, and the imperative verb is replaced by 
the incompletive: xa?iii k6m'a 'don't say
it!' xd?fii smdta 'don't go-and-sleep!', xd?fii 
miim'old? 'don't tell-them!' 

4.2.4. INTERROGATIVE CLAUSES are Of two 
types: those obligatorily introduced by an 
interrogative particle, and those optionally 
introduced by interrogative particle tes 
'what'. 

Those introduced by nee 'who' are inter
rogative counterparts of any predicative 
clause type: nee ?dym'a 'who's going?', nee 
pasepa 'who made-it?' nee paypo? 'who gave
it-to-you?' nee i§fiiak' 'who knows?' nee 
IJiiixpe 'who's there?' Those introduced by 
tes 'what' are the interrogative forms of 
Transitive or Recipient clauses: tes pasepa 
'what did-he-make?' tes paypo? 'what did
he-give-you?' Those introduced by xdape 
'where' are either the interrogative counter
part of Location clause, or of any clause with 
location concomitant: xdape layw'd 'where
is my-child?' xaape md xolay?uy 'where 
do-you-live?' Those introduced by kana 
'when' correspond to any clause with time 
concomitant; those with tdxna 'how much' 
to various clauses; those with tuffici 'why' 
have no exact counterpart: kana ima simpa 
'when did-you see-him?' kana mayyagu? 
'when are-they-going?'; tdxna ipit•dal•i 
'how-much is-its-price?' tdxna lonaske? 'how
many children-do-you-have?' tdxna Mmpa 
'how-many did-he-see?'; t•iiiCi md wxeduy 
'why do-you-want-it?' 
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Those optionally introduced by tes are 
any predicative clause type: tes is obliga
tory if no other concomitant occurs, is 
optional otherwise: tes, mayiiapa 'what, 
did-he-go?' tes, mdyiidpa lakwe• 'what, did 
the-man go?'; pdcepa londana 'did your
mother make-it?'; mdypa sa elpand? 'so 
did-he-go to-the-river?' Only this type of 
interrogative clause occurs in negative 
form; the negative particle that occurs is 
xa?fii: tes, xa•iii mdyiiapa ldkwe? 'what, 
dido't the-man go?' xa?fii mdypa elpana? 
'dido't he-go to-the-river?' 

4.2.5. SuBORDINATE CLAUSES are sub
divided according to the subordinating 
particle that introduces them. Relative and 
temporal and locative clauses fill slots in 
complex sentences comparable to those 
filled by corresponding words and phrases 
in simple sentences; conditional, purpose, 
and causal clauses have no counterparts in 
simple sentences. 

Relative clauses are introduced by rela
tive pronouns: xaage te?a empanxda 'the
one-who first should-be-born'; xaaxne mal
napa? 'those-who went'; xaal'e •ipa lakwe? 
'that-which happened to the-man'. They 
fill subject, goal and recipient slots, or 
expand simple fillers of these slots. 

Temporal clauses are introduced by 
lek' 'when', ?asta 'until', kdda 'each time', 
and fill time slots: lek' sa kwayiiata 'so when 
he arrived'; lek' ya pa<:y6na 'when I make
it-again'; lek' ydn aw'dy? 'when we were
children'; •asta ya kana enkada 'until I say 
when!; kdda imd naiiyaoda 'each-time you 
pass'. 

Locative clauses are introduced by xaape 
'where', and fill location slots: xaape ii6y
golenna• 'where they.- were - lying - down'; 
xaape ya mpanxda iiul•i el? asyento 'where I 
might-sit-down on a chair'. 

Conditional clauses are introduced by 
xaola 'if': xaola ? ayg'l1pa nul•i lapayxiia 'if 
there-came a ·mountain-man'; x6ola ?6yn'
edagu• 'if they-should-carry-it-out'. 

Purpose clauses are introduced by para 
'in order to': para wim'a elrf:y 'in-order-to 
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see the-king': para ya pd?nam'a ii'i? 'in
order-that I just come'. 

Causal clauses are introduced by parke 
'because', or tdnto 'so much': p6rke iya 
lakwe• 'because I'm the-man'; parke fiu?eduy 
'because he-asked-for-it'; tanto paycU:x;pa 
'because she was so scared'. 

Any subordinate clause can be negati
vized by the inclusion of the negative par
ticle xd?fii: negative relative clause, xdage 
xd?fii wxeduy 'whoever doesn't want-to'; 
negative temporal clause, lek' xd•iii ?ayya 
'when there isn't any'; negative locative 
clause, xdape xa?fii asdns 'where there 
wasn't a soul'; negative conditional clause, 
x6ola xd•iii lmiiya 'if he doesn't tell-me'; 
x6ola xd?iii 'if not'; negative purpose clause, 
pdra xd•iii Mmpola• 'so-that he dido't see
them; negative causal clause, parke xd?fii 
iiik'ata t6nxl'e 'because it-isn't good that
way'. 

4.3. SENTENCE TYPES. There are two 
major types of sentences: independent and 
dependent. Independent sentences are di
vided into four major classes: Affirmative, 
Interrogative, Exclamatory, and Negative. 
Sentences of any of these classes may be 
simple: composed of a single principal 
clause; or complex: composed of more than 
one clause, of which at least one must be a 
principal clause. Dependent sentences are 
divided into two major classes: Completive, 
which consists of less than a full clause; 
and Sequentially Marked, which consists of 
a principal clause plus a sequence intro
ducer, which is different from the sub
ordinating particles which introduce sub
ordinate clauses. 

4.3.1. INDEPENDENT SENTENCES. Affirma
tive sentences have a predicative clause as 
basic and are spoken with statement in
tonation: a final contour with low pitch 
and heaVY stress on the penult and high or 
rising pitch on the final syllable. Affirmative 
sentences include: Intransitive Action, Tran
sitive Action, Recipient Action, Subjective 
Action, Reflexive Action, Stative, Descrip
tion, Quotation, Quality, Relation, Iden-
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tity, and Location. Simple examples of 
each of these have been given under the 
corresponding clause types except for 
Quotation; Quotational sentences are al
ways complex. Complex examples of each 
affirmative type will now be given, but not 
every possible combination of clause types 
will be included under each sentence type. 
The variety given will be illustrative of the 
range of possibility, with more scope given 
to subordinate types than to combinations 
with other principal clauses, since the for
mer are more common. 

Intransitive sentence with temporal 
clause: l£k' ya s!mpa, mayfiapa 'When I 
saw-him, he-was-leaving'; with locative 
clause: xaape c'ifii!uxp6la?, t•iixpe 8mun
gopa? 'Where night-overtook-them, there 
they -slept'. 

Transitive sentence with temporal clause: 
ldyc6oponga l£k' yan aw'ay? 'She-had-us 
when we were-children'; with relative 
clause functioning as goal: wxeduy ya 
xaal'e fifk'ata 'I want what is-pretty'; with 
two principal clauses: panxpa max•asyento, 
pifiipa lanyawi• 'He-sat-down on-the-chair; 
he-picked-up the-keys'. 

Recipient Action sentence with locative 
clause: kdn'esp6la xaape fi6ygol£nna il•k
wdana 'He-went-and-left-it-for-them where 
they-lay sick'; with relative clause expand
ing goal: lldym' d imd low' d xdage te• a 
empdnxda 'You will-give-me your-child 
which is first born'. 

Subjective Action sentence with tem
poral clause: t•oxpa lakdn'o, IP<iconawa 
'When a-woman gets-old, she-gets-sick'; 
with conditional clause: x6ola xa?fii ?6yn'
edagu?, mdm'old? 'If they don't follow-the
custom, they-will-die'. 

Reflexive Action sentence with conditional 
clause used in a purpose sense: wi?ked 
x6ola fiik'ata awdata 'She-is-looking at
herself (to see) if she-is-a-pretty girl'; with 
causal clause: tanto ?ipa s!t•a, melofp6d 
yd ukweeda 'It was so cold !-wrapped-myself 
with-a-blanket'. 

Stative sentence with locative clause: 

xdape ? 6yya ? awe elmangu, t•iixpe x6lgo
/£nna? 'Where there-are many mangoes, 
there they-live'; with temporal clause: 
l£k' ya ndiiy6opa §pemf'uuyak' pelta lek' 
'When I passed-by, it-was-open only a 
little-bit'. 

Description sentence with conditional 
clause: x6ola xd•fii ipifiik' layw'a, puro 
w'ak'oy inko xdape 'If my-child doesn't 
have-work-to-do, he just wanders-around 
who-knows where'; with temporal clause: 
wk' nda t•ay?pa, mas fiul•e nda sage lakwe? 
'When it-is-said he-heard-it, this man ran 
all-the-more it-is-said'; with causal clause: 
tanto i!t"uuyuy lakwe?, kdc' sdii'i li•d 'The
man gets-angry so-much, his-face is-just 
chewy'. 

Quotational sentence with Response quo
tation: xdana?, k6pa lampobre? 'Fine, said 
the-poor-folks'; with intransitive quotation: 
puro nda kwd, imdnk' xucolayydy? 'He 
always said it-is-said, You-all are-lying'; 
with interrogative quotation: miipa nda?, 
tes md mpdceda fd?a 'He-said-to-him it-is
said, What might you be-doing here?'. 

Quality sentence with temporal clause: 
Mk' xpe kwdyt•a xdape iiul•i el?dwe?eex, 
t•iixpe fdane ldneeddy? 'When there they
arrived where there-was-one big-tree, there 
there-were-three roads'; with causal clause: 
dkwe dkwe layw'd, tamo pdnxa pacem' a 'My
son is very manly, he's-able to-do so
much'. 

Relational sentence with causal clause: 
p6rke puro i!dagoduy fiik' ata, poreso · ipufki 
ge lawdata 'Because she always eats well, 
therefore that girl is-healthy'; with coor
dinate relational clause: imdyfia ge lakdn'o, 
ifiekwe ac'ee lddo 'That woman 'had-a-vice, 
she-had-a lover in-another-place'. 

Identity sentence with relative ·clause: 
nd? a sd lanwagdc' xdaxne • 6yya fa• a 'These
are then the-cattle which there-are here'; 
with conditional clause: xbola' elpdnd', 
elpdna? sal'e 'If it's-to-lJe-the·river, then 
let-it-be-the-river'. 

Location sentence with relative clause: 
t•iixpe laxul' xdal'e pdcepa layw'd ,'There-is 
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the-house that my-son built'; with tem
poral clause: lek'yan aw'ay?, miisi iiianxma• 
lalpdnka 'When we-were children, our
ranch was-on-the-bank-of the-river'. 

Interrogative sentences are of two types: 
Information qnestions, and Yes-or-no ques
tions. Information questions are introduced 
by an obligatory interrogative particle, 
and are spoken with nmaffirmative intma
tim, consisting of high pitch on the penult 
and low pitch on the final syllable. Inter
rogative particles include: tes 'what'' nee 
"who,' kdna 'when', xdape 'where', tdxna 
'how much', t"iiici (or ttnsa) 'why'. Yes
or-no questions are optionally introduced 
bytes 'what', and are spoken with interroga
tive intmatim, consisting of high pitch on 
both the last two syllables. 

Information question with temporal 
clause: tensa na?a lawdlte? tu6xom'eday? 
kada nriiiyoodagu• 'Why are those girls 
chattering every-time we go-by?'; with 
conditional clause: x6old imd xa?fii pank'eda, 
tes ya •eedago• 'If you don't have-a-baby, 
what shall I do-to-you?'; with coordinate 
stative clause: tes kipujt•iiiie lakdn'o kdsa 
l'd 'What is-the-name-of the-woman, she
is-standing over-there?'; with information 
asked about subject and temporal clause 
included: nee walwa? lek' xd?fii fa? a londana 
'Who takes-care-of-you when your-mother 
is'nt here?'; with relative clause expanding 
goal: t•iiici ma mpdy? oda layxut•i xdal' e 
yd ink6xma n'dspa 'Why should-you-break 
my-water-jar that I just went-and-bought?' 

Yes-or-no questions are the same as 
affirmative sentences in basic form, but are 
made interrogative by the interrogative 
intonation, and by the optional inclusion of 
tes, which seems to be used in the sense of a 
mild 'well,' or 'is it true that', although it 
may be used in an excited sentence of this 
type with more exaggerated height of pitch 
to add a meaning of 'you don't really mean 
that ... " Examples: with basic subjective 
action clause and causal subordinate clause: 
tes 86xt6? tdnto pdyl•o 'Well, did-you-get
tired from-so-much running-around?'; with 
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basic recipient clause and relative clause 
expanding goal: tes ? ayiidsp6? elmdge pe§u 
xaal'e •eeiiuguk' 'Well, did-they-give-you 
the-five pesos that they-owed?'; with basic 
hortatory clause and response-modal par
ticle: •dym'e cuwd• 'Shouldn't we maybe 
go?'; with basic relational clause and loca
tive subordinate clause: tes mexul' xdape 
lopixeda xold•uy 'What, do-you-have-a
house where you-live in-your-town?'; with 
basic location clause: tes t•iixpe lotaata 
mayiiegd 'Say, is your-father there in-the
cornfield?'; with basic transitive clause: 
x6ypd imd xoldf'ipa 'Did you get-it-written
down?'; with basic intransitive clause: 
kwayiiam'a l•it•data c'iit"e? 'Did his-father 
really come?' 

Negative sentences are of four types: 
General Negative, Intensive Negative, Neg
ative Question, and Negative Command. 
The first two types are negative forms of any 
affirmative sentence. General Negative is 
introduced by mda 'not' and is spoken with 
statement intonation. Intensive Negative 
is introduced by fii 'not even', and is 
spoken with nonaffirmative intonation. 
Negative Question is introduced by xd?fii 
'not, no' and is spoken with interrogative 
intonation; it is the negative of yes-or-no 
questions. Negative Command is also 
introduced by xd?iii but has statement 
intonation; it is the negative form of Im
perative but differs by having the incom
pletive form of the verb rather than the 
imperative. Because of this difference of 
form, plus the variety of negatives and of 
intonation, it has been deemed more feasible 
to treat negative sentences and clauses as 
separate types rather than subtypes of the 
respective affirmative, interrogative and 
imperative types. 

General Negative sentence with intransi
tive principal clause and conditional sub
ordinate clause: mda yd ?aym'a x6ola tanto 
inu• 'I'm not going if it's-so hot'; with 
recipient principal clause and relative 
subordinate clause functioning as goal: 
mda lpaypa layiidana xaol' e md lmiipa 
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'My-mother didn't give-me what you told
me'; with subjective action principal clause 
and causal subordinate clause: mda yank' 
Mskoxmfmga lalp!xeda? tanto alpinik' fan 
lddo 'We don't stay-long in-our-to'YJl we 
have so-much work-to-do here in-this
place'; with quality principal clause and 
relative subordinate clause expanding the 
subject: mlia l'e c'iiflle xdal'e iman koday? 
'It isn't true what you-all say'. 

Intensive Negative sentence with transi
tive principal clause and causal subordinate 
clauser tanto MSpa I'd, ni faskuupa lind
ana 'She stayed so-long there, she didn't
even remember her-mother'; with recipient 
clause: ni el?een'eduy aywxix 'He doesn't 
even give-me a-party'; with subjective 
action clause: ni xoygipa laypiil'ale? 'My
clothes didn't even fade'; with relational 
clause, and intransitive clause: fii ipilimm'a 
lawaata, puro l•ooduy 'The-girl doesn't-even 
have-any-sense, all-she-does is-play'; with 
location clause and intransitive clause: ni 
t•iixpe lakulwe?, x6ypa maynapa 'The-men 
weren't-even there, they-had-already left'. 

Negative Question with recipient clause: 
xa?ni mli, taata, l?dyyag6nga alposada 
'Won't you, sir, give-us a-place to-stay?'; 
with intransitive recipient principal clause 
and temporal subordinate clause: xd?ni 
p6yyag6lwa llixa? lek' mlinda 'Doesn't 
the-water leak-out-on-you when it-is-filled?'; 
with coordinate intransitive clauses, one 
affirmative and the other negative: xunCi 
saagom'a san'i imli?, t•iige xa?ni Mag6da 
'And-so you will just eat, and this-one 
isn't to-eat?' 

Negative Command with coordinate im
peratives: lix6ero, mayl'~~d?, xd?fii pdnxta 
n'i? 'Get-a move on (lit. quickly go), 
don't just sit-there'; xa?ni sagim'a, panxla 
a/Yff' 'Don't . breathe, hold your breath!'; 
with coordinate subjective action clause: 
xd?fii wasm'im'a, fi'al'im'a 'Don't put-it-in, 
it-will be-too-much'. In occasional conver
sation, a negative command may omit the 
predicate if the sense is clear from context 
in terms of the life situation: xd?ni max-

mesa, mlia nik'ata 'Not on-the-table (i.e. 
don't put the baby on the table), it's not 
good'. 

Negative subordinate clauses occur in 
any type of complex sentence; they are 
introduced by xa?ni or contain xa?ni as 
the negating particle. Example with nega
tive conditional clause: x6ola xa?fii wxeduy, 
wxeduy mds astordke, xUu, 86?em'a lUunkwa 
'If it doesn't like-it, it-wants more incense, 
oooh, the-fire will-sing'; with negative pur
pose clause: f'inCiguy yd? laytwaya nik'ata 
para xd?ni pem'a lawa? 'I hold my-towel 
tight so-that the-wind won't take-it-off'; 
with negative clause in indirect discourse: 
k6pd imli xa?ni p6ygowa pero p6ygowa 
sal'e 'You said it wasn't going-to-come-out 
but it's-coming-out all-right'. 

4.3.2. DEPENDENT SENTENCES are of two 
classes: Completive, and Sequentially 
Marked. 

Completive sentences are of two formal 
types: those which consist of a single 
predicative predicate by itself, and those 
which consist of a concomitant. Both types 
may function as Response dependent 
sentences in conversational discourse; only 
the first type may function as a Sequence 
dependent sentence in narrative discourse. 

Sequentially Marked sentences consist 
of any simple or complex sentence type 
plus a sequence introducer such as ?ayflla 
'and', x6yya 'thereupon', x6ypa 'then,' 
ent6nse 'so', pero 'but', poreso 'therefore'. 

Obviously, when sentences are looked at 
within a matrix of discourse rather than as 
the top-level units of a language, many of 
them are contextually conditioned. Much 
more work needs to be done on a variety of 
languages to find out more about the nature 
of contextually conditioned, and therefore 
dependent, sentences. Those which at this 
stage are treated as dependent are the types 
listed above which clearly show by their 
structure that they are different from the 
sentences previously described. 

In illustrating Completive sentences, the 
sentence on which they are dependent is 
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given in parentheses, followed by the Com
pletive sentence outside the parentheses. 

Completive predicate-type sentences as 
Responses: (tes ?ipa low'a? 'What happened
to your-child?') mdfpa 'Had a fit'. (kwdym'a 
c'iit•e los• dpi 'Did your-older-sister really 
come?') kwdym'a 'Came'. (t•inci • xd•ni 
md m•dyg6da? 'Why shouldn't you go?') 
kul•i• 'Far'. (i.e. 'it's too far'). 

Completive concomitant sentences as 
Responses: (nee pacepa? 'Who made-it?') 
iyd• I. (xdape x6lgolenna• 'Where do-they
live?) l'd xdape Tina Sikyo 'There in-the 
home-of Tina Sikyo'. (tes xigdf'p6? 'How 
did-you-wake-up?') nik'ata n'i ?dsa 'Just 
fine'. ( wxeduy md t6nx td,? a• 'Do you want
it like this?') :xee cica, maskesd 'Sure thing, 
no-matter-what'. 

Response dependent sentences may also 
consist of response particles, such as xee 
'yes', xffld? 'really?', xd?fii 'no,' CUwd? 'you
don't-mean-it!'; or of subordinate clauses: 
p6rsa, xdy, el• eepa epdlmd• 'Because, friend, 
!-had a-fever'. 

Completive predicate-type sentences are 
found in narrative discourse as an after
thought or amplification or explanation of a 
previous independent sentence. They occur 
rather infrequently but are clearly set off by 
final intonation contours as being separate 
sentences. Examples: (mdlool6opa nda, fU:x
filx nda •ipa li•d, iii pelta iwxac' 'She-was
terrified they-say, perfectly-white her-face 
got, not-even a-drop of-blood') pdycilxpa 
'Was-scared'. (l•ikweeniituiine nd?a x6ypa 
listo xdape sage kwdyneii6xmaa 'The-next
day that-one was ready where this-one 
usually-came') w'eexposi 'Hid-himself'. (ape
nas 8agimpa tanto pdyMxpa 'He scarcely 
revived he was so scared') mdyndpa 'Went'. 

Sequentially Marked sentences are found 
both in conversational and narrative dis
course, but generally in. sequence with other 
sentences. Occasionally one may occur as 
the comment or question of one speaker 
after the speech of another: ?dytua tes md 
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pacem'a C!ca? 'And-so, what are you going
to-do now?'; pero mda yd tdy•pd I' e 'But 
I didn't hear that'. 

Other examples of Sequentially Marked 
sentences: ?dyt•a wxersa l•ikwdana 'And 
his-fever is-very-high'; x6yya, §weday las
tordke 'Next, they-count the-incense-sticks'; 
x6ypa, x6y?pold lindske• 'Then, he-called
them, his-children'; entdnse 8mdf'ipa lakwe? 
'And-so the-man woke-up'; pero m6ygi 
m6ygi tdnxl'e pdceduy 'But every day thus 
she-was-doing'; poreso •teday guft•iine l•il•
mel•u 'Therefore they baptize their-money'. 

4.4. DISCOURSE TYPES. There are two 
major types of discourse: Conversation 
and Narrative. Conversation is the alter
nating discourse of two or more speakers. 
Conversational sentences tend to be shorter 
than narrative sentences, with speaker 
units frequently beginning with a comple
tive sentence. 

A sample conversation: A. w'dyt•a Ia 
mdnapa layw'd. 'My child was just about to 
die'. B. tes ?ipa? 'What happened?' mdfpa. 
'Had a fit'. inxk6 tensal'e ?ipa layw'a. 
'Who !mows what happened to my child.' 

Another: A. x6sa, xdy, tes md pacepa 
wxewil•i pwi•a• 'Hello, friend, what did 
you do a while ago this morning?' B. 
nites, C!pa yd• 'Nothing, I ground corn'. A. 
xd•ni md ceepa meemdyne? 'Didn't you go 
to the funeral?' B. mda yd ceepa. 'I didn't 
go'. A. t•inci sal'e? 'How come?' B. saii'i. 
'Just because.' 

Narrative discourse is the unitary dis
course of a single individual. Formal narra
tive is now restricted to the speech of the 
marriage go-betweenin asking for the hand 
of the bride, and the exhortation of the 
godfather of the newlyweds at the wedding. 
Informal discourse includes a variety of in
structive, cultural and folklore material. 

An example of earlier formal exhortation· 
is the speech formerly delivered by the 
town president in the streets upon taking 
office. It was directed to the youth of the 
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town, and my informant remembered it 
from her younger days. Since the youth are 
not addressed much in Chantal these days 
until their marriage, such a speech is no 
longer given. 

mdyw' d, pen' ele lOlndana, lolte? asdns. lek'
s!iiydgu l•in•6yk'oyk6mon, pvJ•ayl•e lolmdne• 
pdra imdnk' wesp!k'il•em'e andy6s. xd•iii 
wxdyii6ota lantuwdM'd•, xd?fii wdgim'e lam
bard?, k'iiiiiotd Uwxa/4, xd•iii ndnseta fmta, 
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xd•iii ndnseta mdngu. x6ola xd•iii, sdxkom'e 
imdnk' elptna, mdyw'd. 

'My child, obey your mothers, obey 
your elder brothers. When you see the 
town-officials, cross your arms on your chest 
so that you may give them the greeting of 
God. Don't jump into the cornfields, don't 
take away the poles, hunt for wood in the 
hills, don't steal fruit, don't steal mangoes. 
If not, you will find punishment, my child'. 

Shell, 1957 
Waterhouse, 1949a, 1949b, 1961, 1962 
-and Morrison, 1950 
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